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1
SERBIAN SOCI ETY IN KARADJORDJE ' S SERBIA
AN ANTHROPOLOG ICAL VI~
by

Joel M. Halpern
Unlv . of Massac husetts , Amherst

E. A. Hammel
Univ . of Cal i for nia , Berkeley

Intr oduction
What vas the nature of society in Karadjordje ' s Serbia1 Karadjordje
himself vas of thi s society . and given his life history ve can take the
rural village unit and the family- kinship group as its essential locus.
For the purposes of this paper we vill omit both the population of
Belgrade and those Serbs who lived across the Danube under Austrian rule .
The question of description can be approached in several ways . W~
might refer primarily to existing historical accounts and archival
sources. These. of course , would reflect the interests of those whose
memoirs have sur vived , the nature of document use and record keeping
in the formative stages of a new nation , and limited literacy . The
Serbs who wrote at the t i me of t he First Revolt were overwhelmingly
involved with military survival and t he construction of a political
ent ity ; understandably the mos t det a i led accounts concern negotiations
with the Turks , batt l es , the conseQuences of war , and attempts to build
viable political coalitions . Their writings also reflect an attempt
to define what was perceived by them to be the essence of Serbian
society, particularly as revealed in family and village i nst i tutions ,
in contrast to the urban culture of the Turk, and in distinctive
cultural achievements such as the epic poetry .

It is possible simply to sum up what is known exclusively in terms
of conventional social- historical categories , arranging a paper in an
organizational sequence like : migration patterns , origins of the
population , definition of the area , nature of local village organization , the role of the village headman (seoski knez) , the Serbian
patriarchal or fraternal joint- family (zadruga~ the basis of
Serbian society . house types , food, dress, crafts , the traditional
economy, religion , and other aspects of culture . In part these categories are a s~ry of the contents of a volume for the immediately
following era.
A related approach using social- scientific techniques
for the study of personality and values , employing specific methodology
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for the " study of culLure at a distance , " but adapting such techniques
both to temporal and sp~tial distance, covers the nineteenth and part
of the current century.
'EhiS volume relies on traveller I s accounts,
almost exclusively French.
For the English or German speaking
researcher there are other travellers ' accounts and, of course, there
is a very significant litesature produced by the Serbs themselves,
most notably Vuk Karadzic.
The memgirs of the Orthodox priest ,
MatlJa NenadovU", are also valuable.

The approach in the present paper is not that of t he social
historian, nor an attempt at psychohistory; rather it is a reconstruc tion, using tools borrowed from the demographic and ecological studies
of contemporary societies commonly conducted by social anthropologists;
an attempt to estimate the ecological and demographic parameters in
fo r ce at the time of the First Revolt. and to see how social st ructures
might have functioned in that setting. This approach does not exclude
travellers ' accounts. contemporary reminiscenc es , archival documents
and similar sources, but it seeks to avoid ideal typologies as a basis
for generalization . It contrasts with that of normative historical
description, a series of categories in a chronological framework . such
as the understandable attempt by Serbian scholars to set up ideal types
a r ound which a grOwing national consciousness could crystallize . No
intrinsic superiority is claimed for this approach, but only that by
its different point of view it will provide a basis for dialogue that
will lead to an increased understanding of how people lived in the
past.
Viewpoint of Historical Demography
The field of historical demography is based on statistical analysis
of population lists . It would be ideal to have such lists for Serbia
at the time of the First Revolt, but none are known to us. We do have
detailed household and population lists for IB63 , together with some
economic information for those households , and some brief data on
household heads for the period IB18- 1B31. Earlier and less complete
Ottoman lists from 152B , some 14th cent ury r ecords , as well as a list
for the Serbian population of Belgrade i n the 18th century are also
available. 7
To begin our attempt to understand Serbian society at the time
of the First Revolt we will explore those historical demographic
researches carried out to date on records for rural Serbian populations. We should state clearly at this point that we make no pretense
at be i ng historical scholars, skilled i n the interpretation of
documents and their institutional and i deological contexts . Rather ,
as social anthropologists , our experience derives from the inter pretation of ethnographic field data . Collectively ~e have wor ked
in diverse cultures in Latin America, Asia , the United States, and
the Arctic. as well as in the Balkans , among peasants and among
tribal peoples. We view data in a cross-cultural perspective and
try to relate the functioning of an institution , a value system,
s. series of relationships not only to the tradition in which it i s
embedded but to other life ways, often outside the European and
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Middle-Eastern traditions . For example. in examining the South
Slavic extended household (zadruga)8 at the beginning of the 19th
century. we are compelled to view i t in its relation to similar
phenomena in contemporary cultures, notably those of Africa and
India, and to use conceptual tools developed in exotic societies
for dealing with complex kin structures. 9
The Zadruga in Historical Census Data
A logical place to begin our analysis of the social structure
of Serbian peasant society i n tbe 19th century is in the society
from vhich it sprang , namely that of the medieval and Ottoman
periods , from which we have some useful records. To do this we
must take an overview of the problem , particularly as it pertains
to the nature of the basic social unit in it , the zadruga itself.
Scholarly efforts to understand the zadruga have taken two forms.
One points to its functional correlates-- the ecological and
social pressures that generate and maintain it, stressing the
similarity between the response to such pressures in the South
Slavic cultures and those of other parts of the world . The other
points to the importance of tradition and ideology, and the
ethnic peculiarity of the institution . Our stress here is on
the former approach . Of course , the ethnic peculiarity . ideology
and tradition of a n i nstitution are important i n its maintenance ,
but they can hardly contribute directly to its genesis .

Any functional explanation of the zadruga ought to be appli cable in any place and time , with appropriate adjustments for
differing conditions. If , as many claim, taxation practices vere
important in the maintenance of zadruga organization (or at least
in the reporting of zadrugas), similar practices should produce
similar effects in the medieval period, the Ottoman era, and in
Karadjordje's Serbia. If the peculiar ecological requirements of
subsistence economy under conditions of rapid migration had an
effect on household organization when Serbia was settled in the
16th century, they ought to have had similar effects in the
resettlement of the late 18th and early 19th centuries. We must
take care that our functional explanations are consistent ac r oss
time and space , particularly if we try to use our intuitions
about one historical era to explain another .
Let us begin this exercise by examining some of the medieval
documents. The most extensive of these are t he two household
lists of the monastery of pe~ani , dated in 1330 and (perhaps) in
1336 . 10 Each of these lists contains more than 2 , 000 households
and a total of more than 5,000 persons who are presumably "adult"
males . The relationship between the two lists is unclear, and
the date of the second is difficult to establiDh . For our purposes
it is sufficient to examine the first list. All the persons named
in it are males. Each is clearly part of some kind of social unit,
which seems to be a household (although some units may be minor
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patrilineages)ll and most are described 1n terms of their kinship
relationship to the person first named in the unit, whom we judge
to be the head of the household , 12 Nothing is said in the listing
about the age or marital status of the males. They may have been
" hara~ke slav..!.." a term from a later epoch and perhaps from age
1 to 70--essentially all non-infant males . They may have been
males old enough to work for the monastery--perhaps males over
age 16 or 11 . They may have been llporeske sla.ve ,1I another term
from a later epoch and thus all men with wiv es and children. The
internal evidence of the lists suggests that they were not all
married . although Novakovi~ assumed this in 1891 . 1j An Ottoman
l i st of 1530 , if v e may use it as a basis for inference, su~ests
that 75 percent of the listed males vould have been married.
The Serbian census of 1791, depending on how one interprets the
data , suggests 34 percent at a minimum and 50 percent at a maximum,
vith the latter more likely as the average. 15 Lists from the
Serbian State Archives for Banja, Bukovik, Koplijare, Ora~ac.
Stojnik . and Topela for the years 1820-1829 and 1831 suggest a
range of 50- 60 percent (Table 1),16 The 19th and late 18th
century data indicate a smaller proportion of married males out
of listed males . If listed males vere males of , let us say . age 7
and above . a decline in late childhood mortality might produce
such n change in proportions of listed males married, from the 16th
to the 18th and 19th centuries. But it vould be sheer guesswork
to use such arguments to establish the most likely rate of marriage
of listed males . The only safe course is to pick a rate that gives
a determinable bias to the analysis of household composition, so
that we will at least know an upper or lower limit of a scale of
household complexity . Since previous research has shown that
even vhere joint family organization was common . nuclear (simple)
family households still occurred in substantial numbers, ve vill
select that proportion of married males, from the range of
reasonable proportions , that maximizes the complexity of households . In this way, any estimate of the proportion of nuclear

.. _ ....... _- --................ - - .•.,. .,. -........ --.._. . . . - ..--.- ........'\.. """_-'- . ...'l.,.... . ..............
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proposition we seek to demonstrate, namely that nuclear households
were common .
Basing the analysis on the proportion of 75 percent derived
from the Ottoman list of 1530, one finds that the proportion of
nuclear, nonextended households (inokosne kU6e) in the villages
of Decani in 1330 must have been about 41 percent . Any lower
estimate of the proportion of listed males married would increase
the estimate of the proportion of nuclear families . The proportion
of households that vere nuclear in the Ottoman census of the county
of Belgrade in 1528 was also 41 percent. using the same estimate
of proportion of males married; the lists of 1528 and 1530 covered
substantially the same villages, so that the use of the proportion
from the list of 1530 is quite justifiable. Other early lists give
even higher proportions of nuclear families. The census of Sveti
Stefan from 1313- 1318 suggests 74 percent, although the data are

,
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Table 1
Households Married Hales and Taxable Males
in Six Serbian Settlements 1818-18632

1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1831
1846
1863

HH

MM

TM

HH

41
46
49
48

120
137
65 138
64 128
68 133
70 140
70 138
69 133
68 137
71 140
71 147
70 153
70 162

44

47
55
48
50
50
51
54
53
58
72
185

438

50
49
38
46
47
48
47
53
57
56
56
54
67
107

Ora~ac

Kopljare

Bukovik

Banja

Year

MM

TM

HH

61
58
59
57
61
60
61
64
60
64
62

72
106
106
101
101
98
99
104
105
116
113
117
122

30
33
35
33
34
36
35
36
36
37
37
37
38
56
90

233

MM

TM

HH

62
75
84
83
83

47
51
52
52
54
55
57
56
59
61
61
66

41
38
39
40 88
41
90
43 98
40 99
41
99
44 101
45 106
45 107
248

71

100
131

MM

TM

79
78
82
83
90
92
92
84
89
89
94

130
158
170
170
174
184
190
190
201
191
195
193
202
399

MM

TM

HH

51
64
62 90
63 91
68 103
75 106
83 loB
83 107
85 104
56 65
53 64
56 65
56 60
53
167

115
170
185
187
186
197
206
207
218
134
137
134
131

68

HH

*Data gathered by Joel Halpern from the State Archive of the Republic of Serbia.
HH = households , MM = married males, TM = total males aged 7- 70

Topola

Stojnik

415

Mr'

TM

94
94
94
101
105
106
109
115
116
120
118

174
206
203
198
203
218
239
242
256
257
261
269
286

71

71
71
73

77

80
79
82
89
92
96
104
139
250

624

'"
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difficult to interpret; anttysis of the chrysobull of Chi lander
in 1327 yields 82 percent .

The census of the village of Ora~ac

In 1863 yields a nuclear proportion of 40 percent,
rules of classification of households . 18 There is
consistency 1n some of these figures, particularly
regard as being from the core of Serbia; these are
All other estimates are higher,19

using the same
an extraordinary
those one might
about 40 percent.

Let us then take 40 percent as the approximate level of nuclear
families in a rural Serbian population 1n a pre-industrial economic
position.

How is i t that a society trunous for its extended house-

holds could have 40 percent of them nuclear, without extensions of
any kind? The reason Is one very much stressed by ethnographers
in recent years, but also noted by students of the zadruga earlier-namely, that the households observed in a census are but glimpses
into a cycle 8f development and a sequence of choices made by
coresidents . 2
It is quite possible for 40 percent of households
in a community to be nuclear in organization at a given point in
time but for all or most of those households to pass or to have
passed through a more complex stage of organization, this complex
stage being the strongly idealized pattern .
The familial zadruga is a product of patrilocal extension and
the clustering of co- residents around a core of males . It seldom
remained intact for more than tvo fUll generations , for vhile adult
brothers might co- reside , adult first cousins seldom did . Although
many persons might have begun life as members of a zadruga, v
few would have lived their lives in such a complex household . 2
The zadruga begins when a married son of a household head co-resides
with his father . It grovs as other sons marry and bring their wives
into the household. It grows in size. if not in complexity. as
these sons have children . It may diminish in size, and it changes
its organization, when the elderly parents die . After that point,
it is almost sure to fission into sub-units, usually (but not
always) its constituent nuclear units . The same household viewed
at different points in time can be expected to manifest different
forms of organizat i on . Since the households in a community do not
c hange in unison. the census can be expected to show households
of different organizational types, reflecting the different stage
of development of each. The presence of many types, and particularly
the presence of nuclear families, is not necessarily evidence for
the existence of a cultural system disfavoring household complexity
or of social change. Some proportion of nuclear families is
expectable under all cyclical household systems . 22

IY

Before proceeding to an analysis of data from the census of

1863, from which we hope to project backward to the conditions of
1804. we must first outline a system of classification of house-

holds. 23 In the following discussion a nucleus is defined as a
married couple with or without children, or a parent-child pair ,
with or without additional children of the parent . Thus two spouses,
two spouses with a child or children , and a lone parent with a child

'.'
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or children all constitute nuclei . All persons who can be classified as belonging to a nucleus are included in it. Persons belong
to only one nucleus . Cases of possible overlap , such as a married
son co-residing with a married father and the son's child . are
resolved so that the person in the overlap is a member of the
nucleus that is lower in generation level .
Table 2

Types of Households
Definition

Examples
Nuclear (N) . A nuclear household consists of
only one nucleus and no additional kinsmen
not a member of that nucleus.

Extended Lateral (XLT). An extended lateral
household Is one containing only one nucleus

but with an additional person or persons
related to and in t he same generation as an
adult member of that nucleus . Thus , we would
i nclude a household consisting of a married
man and wife , with or without children . and
the brother of the man in this category .
Note that the additional person or persons
must be unmarried ; if they were married (or
had a child) . the household would contain
more than one nucleus .

~tended

Lineal (XLN) . An extended lineal
household is one containing only one nucleus
but with an additional unmarried or widowed
person , or persons . lineally related to the
nucleus . A married man and wife and children,
with a widowed mother, would constitute an XLN
household . Note that if the married man in
this example had an unmarried brother, that
brother and the widowed mother would form a
nucleus . The household would then have 2
nuclei and could not be classified as an
XLN household.
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Extended Lateral Down (XLTD). A household
in this category consists of only one nucleus
but W'ith an added unmarried relative or
rela'tl. yes laterally Ql.sposea trom 't.ne aaul'ts
of the nucleus but in a filial generation.
A man and wife and brother ' s child (with the
brother absent) would qualify as a member of
this household category.

Multiple Lateral (MLT). A multiple lateral
househol d contains two or more nuclei not
lineally related but laterally related. that
is , connected by kinship and in the same
generation. A household of several married
brothers would be an example of an MLT household .

Multiple Lineal (MLN) . A multiple lineal
household is one containing two or more
nuclei in different generations . lineally
but not laterally related by kinship . A
household of a married father and a married
son would be an example of an MLN household .

Multiple Lateral Down (MLTD) . Such a household contains t wo or more nuclei in different
generations and in different collateral lines ,
such as that of a married head and wife and
that of a married nephew of the head and the
nephe..., t 5 wife .

Special (SPEC). These are households without
nuclei ~ such as a set of unmarried siblings .

Sale (SOLE).

A person living alone.
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We must observe first that households may be multiply classified .
For example, a household vith two married brothers and one unmarried
brother is simultaneously MLT and XLT, and we designate it MLT XLT.
Further we should point out that households may be classified not
only from the point of vieW' of the head but also from the point of
view of all coresidents . For example , a married man with two
marri ~d sons would view his houserold as MLN; however his sons
would vjew it not only as MLN but also as MLT. In this paper,
households nre classified from the., point of vie;.r o f all coresidents,
so as not to suppress useful inrm'maticn of this kind.
Now let us return to the idea of t he household as n process in
time. The course of development can be quite different for different
households; the history of each can be unique . For example, vhat
can happen to a. nuclear hOl..1S{. hold? The children could be orphaned .
so that it became SPEC. A son could marry so that i t became MLN.
One parent could die in an MIJN h01lsehold so that i t became XLN , or
both could die ::;0 that it rt:vert.eu to nucl enr stat.u:.., or another
son could marry so that i t becatilE' MLU ~1LT. If one parent died in
an MLN MLT houoehold, i t ·"ouJ.d then be XLN ML'!', although if any
unmarried children of the .... ido....ed parent. .... ere pre::;ent it ....ould
still qualify as MLlt MLT, becaUSl- the parent nnd unmarried child
W'ould still I'orm a nucleus . If "Lt,th parento ....ere dead but some
sons married and others not, the household wuld be MLT XLT. If
all vere mnrried it ....ould be ML'f, but if some children in one of
the constituent nuclei ....ere o rphaned it .... ould be MLT XLTD, or MLT
MLTD if the orphans .... ere married. It can be seen that the cycle
of progression may be very complex. Neve rtheless , it is possible
to construct 0. reasonable scale of development.
To construct such a sculc we must fhst think of ....hat kind of
scale 1s desired . It should be u. scale that reflects the sequence
of all possi.ble types of households, through .... hieh any particular
household might pass, although all of them need not do so . It
should ho.ve some relationship to chronology, since our interest
is not 1n some logical evolutionary sequence but rather in an
expectable historical sequence. If ....e knew the ~ of households ,
....e would have a good basis for construction of such a Bcale. No
such information exists, and indeed it is often difficult to deter mine,even .... ith excellent ethnogra~hic data, the location of the beginning
point of a household, from which its "age" may be reckoned, is .
The closest approach ....e can make to estimation of the age of a
household 1s to take the age of the household head . It is a
reasonable proxy, since in fact headship seldom passed from a
senior to a junior member before the demise of the former . and
since variation in age at first marriage ....as probably minimal .
Assuming that since headship must have follo ....ed marriage in the
usual case, and vas terminated usually only by death. and that
most men married at about the srun~ age, they probably succeeded
to headship at about the same age; thus, their actual ages provide
a basis at least for a relative srale of the maturity of the
households of which they wer e heads . Some of these assumptions
are naive , but we have no other basis on which to establish
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maturity of households. Because of our uncertainty about the accuracy
of age of head as a perfect indicator of household maturity, we do
not use it directly as a measure of such maturity. Rather, ve construct a logical scale of development that seems reasonable in light
of the ethnographic evidence and see how veIl this logical scale
correlates with observed ages of household heads. This logical
scale is a theoretical model. based on our notions of how households grow and fission , and on the assumption that an average sibling set contains at least two males (not unreasonable given the
high birth rates of 19th century Serbia) . This theoretical model
describes the kinds of households in whi ch males might live. given
they were household heads, according to their age. The construction
of this model is given in Table 3 .
Table 3 uses the following additional assumptions and interpretations to reach the outcomes given: It seems rather unlikely
that a child would be head of household if both parents were still
living . It further seems less likely that a child would be head
when one parent was living and the child was still young, than
that the parent would be head; here the age of the child is Judged
from the marital status of his sibling set . A good deal of Table 3
is explainable in this way. The youngest expectable bead would be
head of a set of unmarried siblings . If one member of that set
were married , he would likely be head , and the household would be
XLT . The outcome that a child was head and the sole married
sibling while one parent was alive seems unlikely, because if this
child were the only married sibling he might be rather young and
the widowed parent head.
If more than one sibling were married but not all , and one
parent alive , it is possible that the child would be head and thus
organization would be MLN MLT. although the child might not be the
head. Since we are only conc erned with instances in whi ch a child
is head (in this age range) this outcome i s the one given . If
both parents are dead the organizational form is MLT XLT (there
are no such cases in the data) . This lacuna in fact suggests that
all sons usually married before both parents died, a consequence
of early age at marriage (for both parents and children), expec table in this society . If all sibs are married and both parents
living, a child is not the head. If one parent is alive, organization is MLT XLN, unless the parent is head. but in that case the
child is not and the instance is not utilized for this age range .
If neither parent is alive, organization is MLT . Nov, in a household still MLT, if a brother and bis wife die, organization viII
be MLT XLTD; similarly if one of the sibs in the house were
unmarried, organization would be XLT XLTD. As the ~ibs in an MLT
household grev older, a variety of other events might occur . That
one resulting in the earliest age of heads would be division into
nuclear households . If heads were slightly older but still heads
of households that had not divided, one of their children might
marry. beginning MLN organization . The earliest cases of these
vould be those in which married siblings or married and unmarried
siblings, or uncles and nephews co-resided, thus MLN MLT, MLN XLTD,

,
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Table 3
Theoretical Model of Development

£t Households

Marital Status
of Sibs

Parents Alive
or Dead?

All single

Both alive

Child is not the head

One alive

Child is not the head

Neither alive

SPEC

Bot h alive

Child is not the head

One alive

Child probably not head

Neither alive

XLT

Both alive

Child is not the head

One alive

Child probably not head
but perhaps MLN MLT

Neither alive

MLT XLT

One married

Other Events

Outcome

Some married ( 1)
but not all

1 parental pair

among sibl ings dies
XLTD or XLT XLTD or
MLT XLT

All married

or MLT XLT XLTD

Bot h alive

Child is not the head

One alive

MLTXLN

Neither alive

MLT

1 parental pair
amont siblings dies

MLT XLTD

Household divides

N

Son married but
household undivided

MLN MLT, MLN XLTD

Son married and all
senior sibs gone

MLN

Head '-lido'-led

XLN
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MLN XLT . Then an older head would have his married son(s) coresident
but all his sibs would have left, making organization MLN if only one
child remained . or perhaps MLN MLT. Finally. the oldest heads would
be those widowed and living with married sons .
This suggested scaling is very rough, but broadly reasonable .
Because some of the types of households that might occur from the
events listed are quite rare in the data , we are forced to group
some household types together for purposes of statistical analysis.
The final scaling is given in Table 4 , where the mean age of household heads for each of the nine groupings is given . One can see that
the scaling is generally accurate . (Ora~ac 1863 . see Table 4 belo~).

Table 4
Scaling of Household Types

Theoretical Order

N

1 SPEC

1

17.0

o.

0.763

2 XLT

7

31.9

9.3

3.817

3 XLT MLT

6

38 .8

10 .6

8.779

4 MLT XLN

5

29.0

4.2

12 .977

5 MLT, XLTD , XLT XLTD

13

36 .1

6. 4

19.847

6 N, SOLE.

52

36 . 4

9.5

44 . 656

9

45 .1

8. 3

67 . 939

8 MLN

32

48.9

12 . 8

83 . 588

9 XLN

6

57 · 5

15 . 4

98 .092

TOTAL

131

7 ML'r MLN , XLTD MLN, XLT MLN

Actual Age of Heads
Mean
S.D.

· There is only 1 example of a SOLE household

Centile

- 13 The admittedly rough accuracy of this scaling can in fact be
measured. although with some caveats. Firat, we cannot assume the
scale of types to be a scale of equidistant points; technically it
is ordinal and not interval. For example we cannot assume that Type
4 (MLT XLN) is twice as far along the scale of development as Type 2
(XLT). A common technique , which goes part way toward ameliorating
this technical problem, is to use the percentile distribution of the
households, as they are arranged along the scale. The first type

(SPEC) of which there is only 1 example out of 131 is 1/131 of the
way along the scale , or 0 . 763 percent of its length as measured by
the number of households on it. The second type, containing 7
examples, has its median point of distribution in the 4th household
1n that group . thus at the 5th household in the entire swnple of 131
and is thus 5/131 or 3 . 817·percent of the way along the scale. These
centile positions are also given in Table 11 for Ora~ac .
If we now examine the simple correlation coefficient between the
theoretical scale of household types, according to expected age of
household heads, and the actual distribution of households by type,
according to the age of their heads, we find it to be .534 . Techni cally this means that kn~wledge of the actual age of the household
head accounts for (.534) or about 29 percent of the variance in the
distribution of households along the centiled scale. Given the very
large number of possibilities for the development of individual
households over time and the consequent uniqueness of many household
histories, this is a good fit. It demonstrates conclusively that type
of household organization is a rather regular function of elapsed
time in a cycle of development.
There are other possibilities for analysis, as well. particularly
because the census gives ages of persons , the kinds of land owned ,
the amounts and value of land , and the cash income of the households .
Table 5 gives an overview of the data for 129 households; two have
been omitted from the sample--one of wh ich had no cash income data,
and the SPEC household , which is unique and thus not useful for some
of the later analysis focusing on the 1863 data for Ora~ac village .
Examination of the data on individual households shows that there
are clear differences between them both in size and wealth. We suspect
from ethnographic accounts that size , wealth , and form of household
organization were closely related. One question we can ask of our
data is the degree to which the natural clustering of households with
respect to the several variables, including household type, provides
a coherent picture of socio- economic organization. Were the large
households large not only in number but alse in property? Were the
large households of a particular type of organization? One useful
way to inquire into this matter is by using the statistical techniques
of discriminant analysis. In brief. we will ask whether knowledge of
age of household head . amount and value of land. number of persons,
number of adults, and cash income would enable us to predict what kind
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Table 5

Age of
~

Hea~,

Numbers of Persons Coresident .

Holdings, Value

2£

~.!! . ~~!!!.

Income

Mean

Median

S . D.

40.6

40.

12 . 3

Total Coresidents

8. 3

8.

3. 8

Adult Coresidents 1

4.2

4.

2 .0

Age of Head

Yard Area 2

. 53

. 40

3.4

2.80

2.60

15 · 5

1. 62

1.25

15 .0

Vineyard Area 2

. 39

. 40

2. 2

2
Private Forest Area ,4

.03

O.

1.3

MeadoY Area2 , 5

.06

O.

2. 5

Field Area

2

Pasture Area 2 ,3

5. 43

Total Land Area
Value of Land6

Cash I ncome 7

lOver age 15 .

27 .6

151. 7

152 .

75. 8

13.1

12.

8.7

2Ar ea in hectares.

6Value in ducats .

5.1

311vada

7Value in talents.

4zabr an

5~air
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of organizational form individual households might take. Using the
information cited (and using the sum of land area for convenience
rather than the separate areas of different kinds of land) one can
correctly assign 80 of the 129 households to the scale of types
given in Table 4, an accuracy of prediction of 62 percent . This
level of prediction may be compared to that expectable by chance
alone if we were just guessing , vith no knowledge to help us; then
we might have correctly assigned 16 of 129 households or about 12
percent . Knowledge of these variables thus improves our abi l i ty
to under stand the structure of households a good deal.
This exercise of discriminant analys i S treats the household
types as named categories , paying no attention to the fact that
they are presumed to exist on a temporal continuum. The utility
of knowledge of age of househol d head in pr edicting household
organization leads us to thi nk we should take at least that fact
into account. Let us now treat the household types as lying on a
temporal scale, and let us take into account some of the other
information at our disposal, namely that concerning numbers of
persons and the economic variables as well. We may do this
statistically by means of a multiple regression analysis , asking
what the predictive power of all these variables is for an understanding of household organization . But we must be cautious in
this. Re- examination of the scale of household types and some
reflection on the nature of the developmental cycle will suggest
that some of the variables can be expected both to wax and to wane
in the course of that cycle. For example, we would expect the
number of persons in a household. on the average , to decrease as
it progressed from MLT organization to nuclear, and to increase
from nuclear to MLN. Some variables then clearly should act one
way in part of the cycle and in an opposite way in another. A
straightforward solution to this problem is to split the scale
of household types in half , the first half consisting of all types
up to and including nuclear, the second consisting of all types
including nuclear and beyond . If we do this , we see that for the
pr e-nuclear and nuclear households knowl edge of the predictor
variables of age of head, size , and economic factors accounts for
h9 percent of the variance in household organization. In the post nuclear and nuclear portion of the scale , knowledge of these
variables accounts for 52 percent of the variance. We must
again conclude that the factors listed indeed tell us something
about household organization and that our classification is not
unreasonable .
But we would like to know more about the particular configuration of variables . Which households vere rich and which poor, which
large and which small? Table 5 gives the mean values of the variables
according to household type (on the scale of Table 4, with SPEC
omitted). Table 7 gives the simple correlation coefficients between
the variables, for each "half" of the scale, as defined above. In
the 'prenuclear" portion of the scale , age of head correlates only
weakly with household type, because its variance is small and the
splitting of the scale accomplishes a great deal of the effect of
age of head . Size of household , number of adults , land area , land
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value and cash income 8~1 correlate negatively ~ith household type.
This means that each additional increment of elapsed time in the
cycle moves households a little way toward nuclearity. and that
their size dimin i shes as they split to form nuclear households.
It also means that their resources diminish as they fission . All
of this is expectable from our knowledge of the mechanisms of
household division, vhich involved relatively equal sharing . It
1s interesting to observe that gross size of household correlates
a bit more strongly with household type than does the number of
coresident adults. suggesting that the major determinant of the
amount and value of land held was the level of consumption rather
than of production possible. We might expect such a result in a
peasant SUbsistence economy. Of course, cash income correlates
more strongly with the number of adults than vith gross size ,
si nce it is adults vho bring in the cash .
In the postnuclear part of the cycle, all the variables correlate
positively with the scale of household types , and age of head is more
important than in the prenuclear portion. This is the part of the
cycle in which households are graving. It is longer than the prenuclear portion . The average age of heads is about 42. vhile that
in the prenuclear portion vas 35 ; if age at marriage vas on the
average 20 and age at retirement about 57 . as suggested in the data,
clearly the prenuclear portion lasted perhaps 15 years and the
postnuclear portion perhaps 22 . The standard deviation of age of
head in the prenuclear portion is only 9 years but in the postnuclear
portion 26 years, also explaining why age of head may be more important as a predictor in the second half of the cycle . All these
correlations suggest that as households advanced along the cycle
they grew in size and in resources.
These simple correlations. however. do not control for the interrelationships between all variables, since they examine variables
only tvo at a time . Social process is a complex affair, and we
should look at the phenomena in their entirety. In the multiple
regression of the 6 predictor variables with household type in the
prenuclear phase, in which we can explain 49 percent of the var~ce
in household type , the standardized regression coefficients give
an estimate of the direction and strength of the predictor variables
in accounting for shifts in household type . Table 8 gives these
standardi zed coefficients , their significance level, and the overall
multiple correlation coeffic i ent and significance level . We see
from Table 8 that the most powerful effect on household composition
(on the scale used) is that of the number of adults ; smaller households tend to be nuclear . Older heads tend to live in nuclear
households . These are the only two variables that shov statistically
significant partial correlation with household type, but the other
relationships are not unreasonable either. We see that smaller
households overall (not just in number of adults) tend to be nuclear.
Further, there is a tantalizing suggestion that households witb
more valuable land holdings (for any given total land area) tend
to be nuclear. Although sample size is too small to make definite
statements , there are good hints here that as households move from
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the MLT to the N portion of the cycle, they decrease in size, decrease
1n area farmed, but farm more valuable land. The multiple correlation coefCicient in this table is . 699. and the probability of
obtaining a correlation this large or larger by chance is effectively
zero .
In the postnuclear portion of the cycle ~e have the configuration
presented in Table 9. Again, the most powerful variable is number
of adults; the accretion of adults to a household is the underlying
dynamic of the developmental scale. Usually, the more adults, the
further from nuclear is the organization . But for every level of
numbe~ of adults (and of other variables in the regression) , the
smaller the overall size of the household (thus the smaller the
number of subadults), the further along the scale is the household.
This result is interpretable through its corollary , that the larger
the number of subadults the closer is the household to nuclear
organization. This pattern confirms the ethnographic observation
that joint families tend to break up into nuclear units as the
number of children in the constituent nuclei of the joint household
increases. Age of head is a more powerful variable in this phase ,
as noted earlier. What is most tantalizing about the data for the
postnuclear phase is the opposite sign of relationships between
household type and value of land , on the one side , and household
type and area of land on the other . These correlations are not
statistically sign i ficant , because of small sample size, but
ethnographically suggestive . They are complementary to the sugges tions of these variables in the pre nuclear phase and suggest in
t he postnuclear phase that as families grew, developing along the
cycle, with heads of increasing age, households of increasing size ,
more land was farmed, but land of increasingly marginal quality .
We have so far examined variables two at a time , and with a
clump of them played against what we felt to be the natural or
logical scale of household development . We could also conceptualiz e
this problem as one of interplay between two major sets of facto rs-social-d emographic on the one hand and economic on the other . We
might assemble on the one hand the typology of households, the ages
of household heads, the numbers of persons , and the numbers of
adults in households, and on the other the amounts of land worked,
t he value of the land- and the cash income earned. Indeed, for this
purpose we might disti nguish the different kinds of land that were
utilized. since it is likely (or so it seems at this stage of the
analysis) that households of di fferent type made use of differ ent
kinds of land . If we use the statistical t ec hni ques of canonical
corr elation for the prenuclear pbase of household development we
find the correlation coefficient between the totality of socialdemographic variables and that of economi c variables to be . 95 .
For the postnuclear phase the correlation is . 73 . Space considerations do not permit a detailed analysis of the int errelationships
between the variables ; however , it i s clear that the degree of fit
between what was happening to people organized in particular kind s
of social units of part icul ar size and constitution on the one hand,
and their economic resources an the other , is high . The probability
of these results having occurred by chance is effectively zero.
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- 19 Table 1
Correlations
Prenuclear

Household

Age

N

Type

Head

Persons

N

Value

Adults

Land

Cash
Income

Land
Area

Household

Type

1.000

Age of
Head

.110

- . 561

- . 646

-.303

- . 560

- . 345

1. 000

. 222

.106

. 031

. 087

. 042

1.000

. 777

. 551

. 728

. 560

1. 000

. 528

. 831

. 508

1.000

.441

. 920

1.000

. 463

Number of

Persons
Number of
Adults

Value of

Land
Cash
Income

Land

1.000

Area

Postnuclear

Household

Type
Age of
Head

1. 000

. 532

.412

. 609

. 243

.357

. 254

1.000

. 421

. 460

.186

.354

.171

1.000

. 871

. 583

. 646

. 570

1. 000

. 541

. 613

. 518

1.000

.549

.917

1.000

. 533

Number of

Persons
Number of

Adults
Value of

Land
Cash
Income

Land
Area

1.000
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Table 8
Results of Multiple Regression
Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

Predictor Variable

Prenuclear Phase
Partial

Correlation
Coefficient

Significance
Level

. 221

. 285

.012

- .245

-.190

.097

- .549

- .348

.002

Value of Land

.374

.195

.089

Cash Income

. 028

.021

.859

- .295

-.156

.177

Age of Head
N

Persons

N Adults

Land Area

r

m

= .699

r

2 = . 489

p =

m

o.

Table 9

Postnuclear Phase

Results of Multiple Regression

Partial

Standardized
Regression
Coefficient

Predictor Variable

Correlation
Coefficient

Significance

Level

. 334

.390

. 000

- .537

- . 336

.001

·906

.530

- .176

-.099

.346

Cash Income

. 032

.034

.750

Land Area

.177

.101

.335

Age of Head
N Persons
N Adults

Value of Land

r

m

= .723

r

2 =
. 523

m

p =

o.

o.
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Table 10 provides some of the interesting results of these statistical procedures, giving the correlation between each of the
economic variables and the combined socio-demographic variable,
for the prenuclenr and for the postnuclear phase . In the prenuclear
phase ve see that as households progress tovard nuclearity. all
economic measures diminish. The sharpest diminution is in cash
income (as ve also observed in the multiple regression , since the
number of adults decreases vith nuclearity). The total land area
and the value of land go down sharply . The most substantial contribution to the decrease in land area comes from diminution of the
area of vlneyard - -not a surprising result , si nce grapes are a
labor- intensive crop, and vith fever family members,particularly
adults, only a small vineyard could be maintained . Perhaps ve might
suggest from this that the mechanisms of labor exchange (moba ,
pozajmica) were not used for vineyard operation. Yard, field and
pasture area decrease somevhat less; these have less to do with
labor resources. Enclosed forest and meadow show insignificant
correlations, but that may be because only a few families in this
sample had these resources at all . In the postnuclear phase all
the economic variables correlate positively with the sociodemographic events . The strongest correlation is with income,
again as we might expect from the increase in number of adults,
followed closely by vineyard area (perhaps a major source of cash
income), then total land area and land value . Pasture follOWS ,
then fields , meadow , enclosed forest , and finally yard area , which
is the least sensitive to social- demographic change. The evidence
thus points again to a differentiat ed ecological response as the
family cycle progressed , although not just in the same way as
indicated in the multiple r egr ession. Further inquiry , with a muc h
larger sample, will be necessary to clarify the differences .
How much can we generalize from the Ora~ac data to the rest
of rural Serbia i n 18631 Halpern' s data for villages other than
Ora~ac i n the census of 1863 ( Banja , Bukovik , Kopljare , Stojni k,
Topola) show age structures for mal es very similar to that of
Ora~ac .
A simple comparison , t hat of mean age , shows the mean age
of males aged 7- 70 i n Ora~ac to have b een 26 . 25 and that in the
other five villages overall 26 . 30 . Household heads seem to have
averaged a bit older in O r a~ac , but analy sis of these differences
is difficult with the data currently in hand . Certainly there were
differences, but there is no r eason to assume. a priori , that they
were so ltrge as to make Ora~ac a poor e xample of a Serbian village
in 1863. 2
There is then t he matter of i nference from the data for Ora~ac
in 1863 to the conditions of 1804 . The earliest census data for the
area and general period is f r om 1791 . Serbian statistic~~ns have
made some general calculations for the period 1804-1813.
Taking
into account the tendency for underreporting of taxable heads,
particularly heads of nuclear family units included in zadrugas ,
they estimate a total population in the Pa!aluk of Belgrade in 1791
of 263,000 persons , of whom 99.940 (38 per cent) were hara~ke flave
(male s aged 7- 70) and 49.490 (19 percent) were por eske glave heads
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Table 10

Canonical Correlation
r.acv::ro;lr-Iil.l.

\lQ;d.A.T.P-

A.. cr.rosi..st. s of Household Tv1/:e (scaled as in Table 2),

Age of Household Head , Number of Persons Cores ident , and Number of
Adults Coresident .

Correlation wit h Canonical Vari ate A
Economic Variables in
Canonical Variate B

Prenuclear

Postnuclear

Yard Area

- . 378

.216

Field Area

-. 444

. 360

Pasture Area

-. 391

.401

Vineyard Area

-· 512

.629

Enclosed Forest Area

-. 082

.238

Meadow Area

-. 195

.329

Total Land Area

-. 561

.546

Value of Land

- . 575

. 572

Cas h Income

- .836

.635

In Ora~ac in 1863 there 'Were 399 males aged
7- 70 out of a total population of 1080 persons . This proportion
is 37 percent, almost identical 'With that for the Pa~aluk as a
'W hole 72 years before. There W'ere 192 married or 'Widowed males.
constituting 18 percent of the total population, again a proportion remarkably close to that for the Pa~aluk in the earlier
census . NoW', it might be thought that the estimation procedures
used by Bje10grlic and his colleagues were the factor responsible
for these similarities; however, their discussion does not make this
seem likely, for their estiinations were based on data gathered well
before the census of 1863. Provisionally , we might conclude that
the age structure of the Or a§ac population , and thus that of
Karadjordje ' s Serbia in 1863, 'W as not very different from that of
the Pa~aluk in 1791 . We 'Would also conclude that age at marriage
and the proportion of men marrying 'Were not very different either.

ot conj ugal units).

Is it then legitimate to assume that household structure and
ecological rel ationships were approximatel y equivalent in 1863 and
1791 or 1801!? Surely there must have been some differences .
BJelogrlic and his colleagues have estimated actual population
growth from about 1815 to 1834 at 20 per thousand per year , and
using data from earlier censu~g9 have extrapolated that rate back'Ward to the period 1791- 1803.
Comparing the actual rate of
increase W'ith that estimated on the basis of information on natality
and mortality, they suggest that from 5 to a maximum of 10 per
thousand of the total rate of increase might be attributable to
in-migration. The larger of these rates is probably an overestimate.
in their judgment , but a rate of 5 per thousand is still quite substantia! . We usually expect young adults to be involved 1n such
migration . However, in a pioneering situation, 'We would also expect
migrants to be married. since it is difficult to survive in a
pioneering situation except in family units . There is no particular
contradiction bet~een these t'Wo expectations. given the generally
early age at first marriage in the Balkans.
The funda.mental question is whether these young married adults
were living in nuclear or non-nuclear household units . Surely some
of them came into the area in complex house holds , but just as surely
some came in in nuclear households. Since migration often involves
fission of a household . and since fission often has the outmigration
of some members as a consequence , we should indeed expect that under
conditions of large- scale migration the proportion of nuclear
families among settlers would be somewbat greater than among a
sedentary population, 'Where more stable conditions might permit the
normal cycle of household formation to occur. Migration 'Was heavy
indeed in the period around 1800. Great numbers of Serbs lett the
Pasaluk during the Austro-Turkish war of l788 - ~I. perhaps as many
as a fourth of the total population of 80 , 000. 7 From 1791 to 1813
there 'Was a strong reverse flow . The proportion of nuclear households

at this time might very vell have been gr eater than the 40 percent
observed in 1863 .

- 24 Population density is another factor that might affect household
structure and ecological relationships. The number or persons per
square kilometer is thought to have fluctuated between about 12.5
and 14 . 1 from 1803 to 1821, largely as a result of the losses of
population in the battles with the Turks . From 1821 onward density
shows a steady increase, more than doubling by 1866, when it reached
32.1. By 1900 the senslty had increased to 53 . 9. This was a more
than four fold increase paralleled by a growth in population from
approximately h77,OOO in 1803 to some 2 , 040 ,000 in 1900. (The
population ~a Serbia remained overwhelmingly rural until after
Wor ld War I. Given particularly the conditions of open access
after the war of 1788-91 , it seems reasonable to assume that there
was much less pressure on the land i n 1804 than in 1863. Locally
available open land would invite the fi ssioning of complex hous eholds into neighboring nuclear one s in which the residents could
enjoy both the independence that was the goal of most processes
of fission and also the security of nearby kinsmen in the agnatic
clusters that are even today so typical of Serbian villages. If
nuclear households left the area fo r open land elsewhere , the
proportion of nuclear families in an area would decrease ; however,
if they stayed. as seems likely under the conditions described,
the proportion of nuclear families would increase . Thus, for two
reasons, migration into the area and migration within it, we might
expect the proportion of nuclear families in Karadjordje 's Serbia
to be higher than in 1863 . 29
The Approach of

2!.& History

The social setting of Serbia at the time of the First Revolt
is still a living memory to men of the older generation just now
passing from the sce ne . Some of this in formation vas doubtless
obtained from the four years spent in primary school and from subsequent reading of popular historical accounts, but a significant
part of it relates to oral tl'sdition and fits in with t.he sense of
change that older villagers have themselves experienced . The
following account is from an older villager who died in 1954 and
who se father was born in 1843; the latter's father presumably would
have heard eyewitn ess accounts of the First Revolt. It accords
well with first-hand descriptions of the social life of the times,
some of which are c ited subsequently .
"According to tradit i on the present village of Ora~ac is not a
very old settleme nt . It is thought t hat the village was first
settled at most 20 or 30 years before the First Revolt . At t hat
time, it was located in a forest . According to tradition the village
was named and populated by refugees from Montenegro and other places
who brought their customs wi th them . This emigration was caused by
the Turkish tyranny and it was the only way to preserve the life of
the people. The first settlers in this rolling wooded place lived
far from the main road (there was a trade route which followed the
path of the present road through the village). They found shelter
and both personal and economi c security. They built their homes and
outbui ldings of wood . They cleared as much land as they needed.
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The vast forests were used to graze the stock because they didn ' t
belong to anyone. After (the first settlers) their relatives
followed their lead so that right before the First Revolt there
were as many houses as there are vamilijas (llnea~es) today . "
(At this point in the narrative he names the lineages and
indicates which ones have split to form the lineage assortment
found today . The informant also indicates which lineages came

after the First Revolt.)
HAt the time of the First Revolt in 1804 . there were some 20
households with
to eight able-bodied men in each , plus the
wornen and children .
Men were courageous and hard-working . The
head of a zadruga was t he oldest man i n the household, who was
obeyed unconditionally by the others .

thr38

\olhen the Jan i ssaries gained power in the Pa~uluk of Belgrade.
they appointed the i r own men , the so-called suba~e . in each village.
The 8uba~a of Ora~ac was a Turk named Ibrahim , whose han (inn) was
built by the inhabitants near today ' s church . He had a certain number
of armed men who took over village government . All their expenses
were paid by the villagers. They were forced to give them as much
as they (the Turks) wanted . The Turks committed many crimes of
violence . For example . they forced the head of a household to lead
a Horse while the Turk rode i t . or they made him carry a Turk ' s
sandals . The women had to prepare meals and serve the Turks . Whoever
disobeyed was killed without mercy or trial . and if a man raised a
hand in defense of his home. his house was immediately set on fire,
his wealth confiscated , and his wife and children were taken a way
and never heard from again . "
These comments , of course , fulfilled completely the stereotype
of the "terrible Turk . " There are , however , many sources which
detail the ambiguous att i tudes whi ch the Serbian leaders had toward
the Turkish administration . The vezir in the Belgrade Pashaluk was
often regarded as a defender against the excesses of the Janissaries,
as illUstrated in the case of Hadji Mustafa, known as "mother of the
Serbs ." who anned the Serbs to support him agai nst the Janissaries .
In 1798 they defeated the Janissaries, who were , however, allowed
to return to the Belgrade Pashaluk the following year. 31
The memoirs of Prota MatiJa Nenadovic comment on how the knezes
appealed to the vezir , feigning poverty , at the same time that they
underreported their tax rolls: "But it should be knO'W1l that in the
ValJevo district there were only seven hundred and fifty of these
legal households inscribed. So the knezes had told the first vezir
after the German (Austrian) var and this they had ever afterwards
held to. so that when they assessed the taxes among the people by
married men it came to eight or at the most ten grosh each, since
the knezes concealed the numbers from the vezir and apahis and the
other Turks who knew of this did not want to tell them . The knezes
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~hen they ~ent to the vezir in connection with taxes brought with them
the best of the local kmets whom they dressed 1n the very poorest

clothes. with their pigtails showing through their caps, and when they
appeared before the vezir they cried out : ' Aman , aman, for the health
of the Sul tun! We cannot pay such heavy taxes j you see that we are
naked and barefoot and we are the best householders among the poor
people . . . (Then the vezir would reduce the taxes a little~1! After
the failure of the First Serbian Revolt the entire population fled to
Austria and the Turks burned the village and confiscated whatever they
found . When the inhabitants returned they had to start all over again . 32

'rhe informant continues; nConcerning customs and the way of living,
men built their houses and other bui ldings and made kettles and barrels.
Women wove colored fabrics. Flax was the material used for clothing .
They were very simple in their clothes and food . They hpated themselves around a fire that burned in a room called ku6a.33 Their food
consisted of bread (corn and rarely wheat) , which was black because
they did not have the tools to thresh the wheat . Everybody worked ,
men as well as women . They had plenty of livestock because they had
plenty of space . There were neither schools nor literate people and
their religion played the most important role in their lives. The
religious laws were strictly observed and it was considered a sin not
to forgive and not to fast when it was a fast day." (He goes on to
name the fast daysj this is significant because at that tim~ and to
some extent toda~ among the oldest people events are remembered in
terms of saints ' days.)
"Fast-day meals cons ist ed of corn bread, boiled beans, potatoes ,
onions, vinegar , sour cabbage , and peppers. On other days cheese,
kajmak, eggs, and bacon could be eaten . Meat was for important
holidays . The poor people didn ' t even have this. Goods were cheap
but people were always short of money. Nobody stole , nobody cursed .
An oath was the best guarantee and nobody dared break it.
'rhey were very superstitious . Some of the things they did were
good and some were bad, and these matters v ere never discussed . To
make the godfather angry was a great sin. Godfatherhood was inherited
from father to son. The godfather named the children without asking
the parents for approval . Nobody asked the bride a nd groom if they
vant ed to marry--this matter was usually settled between the heads of
the zadrugas. It vas compulsory for everyone to go to church and
confe ss at least once a year. All this I have written happened at
the time of the First and Second Revolts; that means before 1850 . I.
The migrants to these regions often reached their final settling
place after a series of moves, and travelled in groups that were
composed of already fissioned or incipient lineages composed of
brothers, their wives and children . Occasionally a woman would be
the founder of a lineage if she vere a widow vhen she came to Ora~ac.
This is what happened in the cases of the present day Nedie and Ani~
lineages in Ora~ac , the names being derived from the wi dows Neda and
Ana. The case of Neda is fairly typical . According to Nedi~ family
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tradition , she arrived in Ora~ac in 1786 . She and her husband had
originally come from the r egion of Sjenica . and they first went to
the village of Roga~a in Krismaj district . After her husband was
killed by the Turks, she fled to Oralac with her children and possibly
with Borne widowed sisters .
In 1954 when doing research in

Ora~ac .

Barbara and Joel Halpern

tape recorded the song 1 The WidoW' Jana . This epic contains the veIl

known folklore theme of the unfaithfUl mother, or mother-enemy. The
epic related the tale of the widowed mother who would sacrifice her
sons for her Turkish lover and who is herself eventually violently
killed. The ambiguity of the relations with the Turks is manifest
in the fact that life was uncertain, men were killed, and that widowed
women and even maidens were a threat to the moral concepts valued by
the Serbs. 'fhe history of the lineage states, tlWe are the descendants
of Ana. She came to these parts with her husband and children . Her
husband 'W as killed and then she took Turkish lovers . " The close kin
could not tolerate this disgrace and they avenged themselves by
setting her house on fire. The investigators had not requested a
particular epic; it 'Was one selected by the s inger himself , who
seems in 1954 to have been trying to make a statement to foreigners
about the moral values of the Serbs and more subtly, about their
ambiguous relations 'With the Turks.
The history of Karadjordje ' s family is similar to that of the
first settlers in Ora~ac . His family als o came from the Di naric
regions and he 'Was born in Vi~evac in the Kragujevac area about 1768 .
His family is reported to have settled in Topola in about 1781 .
According to the available information his was a very poor family
vhich moved about attempting to make a livelihood in several ~umadiJan
villages before settling in Topola . In 1787 he 'Went 'With his family
to Srem and 'Worked st the Krusedol monastery , and subsequently fought
the Turks with the Austrians, but at the end of the war he evidently
settled in Topola again, this time permanently, when he was not fighting
the Turks . Our interest here , however, is not with KaradJordje ' s
political and military career but with , aspects of Serbian society at
this time . His original home was a log hut wh i ch 'Was subsequently
enlarged. It initially contained one large room, and there wer e
rifle holes for defense .
The thick forest reached right up to the
eastern side of the ho~se where, owing to a back door, the inhabitants
could find security . 34 Subsequently he acquired livestock and like
the more prosperous peasants sold his cattle and pigs in Austria .
After the successes of the First Revolt. Topola became a small
fortified town . In order to increase the area for pasture,
Karadjordje is said to have mobilized 3.000 men in the spr ing of
1808 to clear the voods in the area. By 1813 tvo large guest houses
had been built, a church, a school within a fort, as 'Well as other
structures related to the importance of Topola both for administ rative
and military purposes . There was an arsenal and his headquarters.
Topola vas burned by the conquering Turks in September of 1813 and
the population temporarily emigrated.
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Genealogical Accounts

There is a related approach and that is to take the genealogical
recollections of living informants and project them backward to the
early 19th century. In obtaining genealogies from villagers the
informants have been specifi c about the dates and geographic origins
of their lineage . Thus one villager recalled that the ancestor of
his vamili.la (lineage) came to Ora~ac around 1750, became a rich
trader who took pigs to Vienna and then returned wi th guns and
silver to finance Karadjordje ' s soldiers . He recounted that the
meeting to plan the 1804 revolt was held in Ora~ac and that a vedding
vas used as the occasion for the meeting so that the suspicions of
the Turks would not be aroused . Another Villager, a member of the
Stojanovi{ lineage , recalled that his lineage ancestor came to Orasac
in l80!4 from the region of Novi Pazar in the company of t ....o of his
brothers and their wives , each of the broth~rs then founding a
lineage ....hich still exists in Oratac today.j5 Each established
his residence in a different part of the village ....here their descendants still live. Another lineage founder ....as said to have arrived
1n the village in 1707 ....ith his brother, ....ho also founded another
lineage, and ....ith a sister , from ....hom still another lineage takes
its name.
The events of the First Revolt are still a vivid folk memory
to the villagers of Ora·~ac ; in part this is related to the fact
that Ora~ac .... as the site at ....hich Karadjordje and his associates
met in the autumn of 1803 to plan their future actions . But the
importance of the First Revolt and its role in the culture of
Oralac (and of Sumadija) are deeper and more subtle than they seem.
Our i nterest in this paper is not in political events per se , but
in t heir relation to SOCiety and culture and in soc ial structures
themselves . Much attention has justifiably been given , fo r example
to the ep i c poetry and the ....ays in ....hi ch this form of ora! tradition
served·to reinforce a sense of national tradit ion and ethnic identity
during the period of Turkish rule . Ho....ever, the specific relationship of this genre to the lin eage structure and of that structure to
political organization have never been discussed . Barbara Kere .... sky
Halpern observes that ....hen villagers recite their genealogies they
do so in the epic decasyllabl e form . She makes the point that the
content of genealogies are not remembered (memori zed) and delivered
by rate but are "retrieved , recalled, recollected. " 36 This i s
significant to our considerations here since the founder of the
Stojanovit lineage , for example , came before the First Revolt ,
....hich is itself used as a time marker in recalling ....hat might be
called the epic of his lineage fashioned in idiosyncratic form . 37
Clearly the First Revolt is not simply "a part " of the historical
heritage of Ora~ac villagers; rather , it represents the essence of
their origins, and their individual life existences relate to this
event in an important way. It represents the charter and the
legitimization for the establishment of their society in Sumadija.
The lineage based kinship system is in a very real sense inseparable
from the history of the First Revolt.
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In his monograph, Borivoje Drobnjakovi6 describes the origins
of each of the vamilija groups in the region and summarizes them in
tabular form , the overwhelming maJority for the whole area having
come from the Dinaric regions.38 With respect to the specific
objectives of this paper, i.e . • establishing a population model for
the beginning of the 19th century. the data do not have a date.
Since Ora~ac is recorded as having 15 households in 178~ and 30 in
1804, it is clear that the founders of some of the lineages and
their families and perhaps adult aons were already living there at
the time of the first revolt. 'l'able 11 gives an a.pproximate idea
of the increase over the first four generations , the last of these
being the one presumably alive at the time of the census of 1863.

Some checks have been made of the genealogies . comparing the
record provided by the informant to the data found in the census
of 1863 . 'rhere is a close correspondence once allowance is made
for the non-inclusion of young males who did not survive to adulthood, adoption and certain other complications. 39 The generational
depth obtained in the genealogies ranges from 6 to 10 generations
and compares roughly with the dates of arrival although the sample
is not complete (Table 11). Another problem in accurate population
reconstruction from genealogical recall is that most informants
could not I'ecall the in-marrying vome n and the out-marrying daughters .
One informant vas able to recall the marriages of the third a scending
generation and daughters up to the fourth, but he was an exception .
These genealogies are valuable because they testify to the
accuracy of the informants ' recollections, as confirmed by the
census as far as the third generation from the founder. Specifically with regard to establishing a population model for the time
of the First Revolt, they substantiate the continuity of kinship
ideology and provide some evidence indicating later population
expansion. Identification of brothers as fissioning and founding
different lineages in the late 18th and early 19th centuries is
good evidence for the operation of household cycle dynamics .
Importantly. the relative stability of average household size up
to the 1870 ' s also indicates that some of the essential cyclical
dynamics operated in a similar way over the first half of the 19th
century . despite the increasing density of population and ecological
changes.
Genealogical data and the oral tradition confirm that nuclear
families or very small zadruglLs were the units involved in migration .
The major lineages that are reported range in depth from 6 to 12 or
even more generations , particularly if one takes into account the
structural amnesia (so-called by social anthropologists) by which
males with no progeny and most females are forgotten with the passage
of time . Most origin myths depict a major fission in the first
filial generation after the founder, with the sons of tbe founder
forming nuclear families and establishing nev lineages that correspond
to the modern vamilije of the village or region . Careful checking
sometimes shows that these !lsons!l were often cousins or uncles and
nephews, the genealogy having been collapsed so that the critical
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Table 11
Genealogical ~.!'E.!:. Ora~ac

Lineage

Generational
Depth Reported

Persons Reported
in Generation No.
23
456

Reported Date
of Arrival

Members 11

1863"

Stojanovic'

7

3

10

19

37

26

1804

31

Andric'

7

5

7

10

14

8

1778

26

9

4

7

21

31

39

1786

26

10

1

2

4

6

14

1707

30

6

3

6

7

5

1788

""

MatijQ~evi c'

Simicf

. Reported in 1953. males only .
**The Simit linc~gc had combined vith another lineage by 1863.

Note: Data is not given for the 7th and subsequent generations because in
several cases (Stojanovi~ and Andri6) they were not complete in 1953 . This
is also true for the 6th generation of the Simit lineage. the informant vas
of the third generation and in his nineties in 1953. The MatiJa~evi6 lineage
grew to 23 in the 7th generation , 30 in the 8th and declined to 20 in the 9th,
while the largest grou~that of Nedi6.declined to 36 in the 7th and to 11 in
the 8th. These figures have their limitations in that they are a patrilineage
as recalled by a single informant in order to reconstruct hie universe of kin.
The decline in later generations reflects decreasing fertility and migrations
from the village, while the unequal depth of the geneologies is due, in large
part, to variatio n i n time of arrival in the village.

.n
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dispersion occurred in a single generation , betveen brothers, according
to the general agnatic ideology. These genealogies, like most such ,
are charters and legitimations of current social relationships, but
they also have their historical accuracy . In so fur as they are
accurate. they support the notion of relatively early tission, in the
first or second generation after f ounding , and the notion that local
dispersal by nuclear groups taking advantage of locally available
open land vas a common phenomenon .
The picture that emerges from all these data , from the modern
period, from reminiscences , censuses and accounts in the time of
KaradJ ordje , and medieval archives, is one of a land of transients,
with a population ebbing and floving with the tides of var and
exploitation. When the ecological niche (including its political
and economic aspects) became uncomfortable. the population ebbed,
as it did in 1389 . 1690, and 1790 . Wben conditions were favorable.
it flowed, as it did around 1500 and 1800 . The population seemed
closely attuned to its ecological base ; exploitation of owned
resources by social units in 1863 was almost entirely a function
of their size a nd maturity . They seemed to farm no more than they
had to I or certainly no more than the amount for which they had
labor resources. There are a few households in that census that
aeem unusually wealthy for their size and maturity; further
investigation will be required to see if an explanation can be
found. But in general the society of 1863 was a peasant society,
at a subsistence level as far as owned and taxable r esources were
concerned . The degree of entrepreneurial activity outside the
land own ers hip context is difficult to assess. It may be reflected
in cash income , such as that from the sale of pigs and other livestock pastured on common pasture or woodland, but such income would
be relatively easy to conceal . We do knov that prominent Serbs,
auc h as Kal'adjordje himself, became wealthy through stock breeding
and trade, but their entrepreneurial activity must have been based
on the availability of labor loyal to them . A flexible, adaptive
kinship system suited to rapid geographical expansion and exploitation of land , to quick dispersal and reassembly under trying
political conditions , and to the assembly of trusted workers and
fighters was the key to all these patterns . Like the lineages
of the Nuer of the Sudan , of the Bedouin , the ancient Hebrews,
or the tribes of the Voelkerwanderung, the zadruge and vamilije
of the Serbs were the social vehicle for a fluctuating response
to uncertain ecological conditions.
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IPaper prepared for the Conference on the First Serbian Revolution, Stanford University, May 16-18, 1974.

Data on the Serbian

census of 1863 were collected by Halpern through the courtesy of the
State Archive of the Republic of Serbia. The help of Stojan
DjurdjeviC is appreciatively. acknowledged. The statistical analysis
was carried out by Hammel witb financial support from the Research
Committee of the University of California , Berkeley . The authors
are indebted to Ruth Deuel for programming and computation. Further
analysis of these problems is being pursued on an expanded data base
using the 1863 census.
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